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Summary
This report has been prepared for DeFi Mining to discover issues and vulnerabilities
in the source code of the DeFi Mining project as well as any contract dependencies
that were not part of an officially recognized library. A comprehensive examination
has been performed, utilizing Static Analysis and Manual Review techniques.
The auditing process pays special attention to the following considerations:
-

Testing the smart contracts against both common and uncommon attack
vectors.

-

Assessing the codebase to ensure compliance with current best practices
and industry standards.

-

Ensuring contract logic meets the specifications and intentions of the client.

Cross-referencing contract structure and implementation against similar smart
contracts produced by industry leaders. Thorough line-by-line manual review of
the entire codebase by industry experts.
The security assessment resulted in findings that ranged from high to medium
severity issues. We recommend addressing these findings to ensure a high level of
security standards and industry practices.
We suggest recommendations that could better serve the project from the security
perspective: Enhance general coding practices for better structures of source
codes; add enough unit tests to cover the possible use cases; provide more
comments per each function for readability, especially contracts that are verified in
public; provide more transparency on privileged activities once the protocol is live
and perform KYC.

Overview
DeFi Shield was commissioned by DeFi Mining team to perform an audit of
their smart contracts. The audit was conducted between Mar 28th and Apr 10th,
2022.
The purpose of this audit was to achieve the following:
● Identify potential security issues with smart contracts.
● Formally check the logic behind given smart contracts.
Information in this report should be used for understanding the risk exposure of
smart contracts, and as a guide to improving the security posture of smart
contracts by remediating the issues that were identified.

Project Summary
Project Name: DeFi Mining
Platform: BNB Chain
Language: Solidity
Websites: https://defimining.fi/ ; https://app.defimining.fi/

Audit Summary
Issues Found:
● High

2 (50%)

● Medium

2 (50%)

Delivery Date: Apr 10th, 2022.
Second review with corrections: Apr 19th, 2022
Checked with full KYC.

Contracts
ID

Name

Contract

PD

DefiminingPool

0xCd4E0e4B9cde8acf2160d8805639b18b54B89431

TD

DefiminingToken

0xD3d116931A89A316D76A683c2643d3f429Ba7677

MD

DefiminingMinter

0x02D5224D6962aE35aa5f3C9B8dbCa2FFb4D8d5dE

Found Issues
ID

Title

Severity

Status

PT-01

Centralization Risks

High

Acknowledged

PT-02

Financial Model

Medium

Acknowledged

PT-03

Centralized Control of Fee Parameters

Medium

Resolved

MD-01

Centralizacion Risks

High

Partially Resolved

PT-01. Centralization Risk

In the contract DMinePool.sol, the role owner has the authority over the following
functions:
● emergencyRewardWithdraw: withdraw all of the reward token from this pool.
● setRewardPerSecondPerToken: modify the number of reward tokens per
block.
● setLockupPeriod: modify the value of pool variable setLockupPeriod
● setSecondStart: modify the value of variable SecondStart
● setSecondEnd: modify the value of variable SecondEnd
These variables are the intended functionality of the protocol, however, users
should be aware of their functionality.
Recommendations:
● Time-lock with reasonable latency, e.g., 48 hours, for awareness on
privileged operations
● Assignment of privileged roles to multi-signature wallets to prevent a
single point of failure due to the private key
● Introduction of a DAO/governance/voting module to increase
transparency and user involvement.
● Perform KYC

Alleviation: The rewards must have a withdraw function to be allocated in other
chains if it is necessary.

PT-02. Financial Models

Where does the reward token (BTCB) that gives users rewards come from? There
seems to be no code to receive reward token. And owner can withdraw the reward
token of the specified amount by calling emergencyRewardWithdraw
Recommendation: The financial model of the protocol is not in the scope of this
audit. Financial models of blockchain protocols need to be resilient to attacks
Alleviation: WBTC tokens are automatically transferred to the contract address once
a day at 6 AM UTC. Bitcoin is generated by ASIC miners, then transferred to
Binance, and every day at 6 AM UTC, there is a cronjob script that, using the
Binance API, transfers the mined BTC to the pool.
The rewards must have a withdraw function to be allocated in other chains if it is
necessary.

PT-03. Centralized Control of Fee Parameters

The function setWithdrawFeeBPS can alter the taxFeeFactor being able to be
settled to 100% by the owner which directly affects the interests of users by
losing the earned funds.
Recommendation: We recommend setting a maximum value for this
parameter.
Alleviation: team heeded our advice and set the max withdrawal fee to 4%.

MD-01. Centralization Risks

In the contract DMineMinter.sol, the role owner has the authority over the
following functions:
setBuyToken () - sets the token that buys the native token.
setSellPriorityBPS () - sets the percentage that buys old sell orders.
setFeeAddress () - sets the fee address to which the BUSD that are nos

destined to buy sell orders are rent.
setDevExtraMintBPS () - sets the percentage of tokens mintes for owners.
setNativeTokenAddress () - sets native token address.
setStartTimestamp () - sets the second for the native token to start selling.
setNativeTokenPrice () - sets the native token price.
setPoolAddress () - sets the pool address for the fulfilled sell orders.

These variables are the intended functionality of the protocol, however,
users should be aware of their functionality.
Recommendation:
● Time-lock with reasonable latency, e.g., 48 hours, for awareness on
privileged operations
● Assignment of privileged roles to multi-signature wallets to prevent a
single point of failure due to the private key
● Introduction of a DAO/governance/voting module to increase
transparency and user involvement.
● Perform KYC

Alleviation: team heeded our advice and set a 48 hours timelock, a
multi-signture wallet and performed KYC.

Conclusion
Team responses were added below the issue description. Audit includes
recommendations on the code improving and preventing potential attacks.
2 high and 2 medium issues were found. Team responses were added below the
issues description.
Audit includes recommendations on the code improving and preventing potential
attacks.
The token contract has been passed without issues.
The team responded satisfactorily and performed a KYC as recommended.
A second review was made on Apr 10th, 2022 after the team responded to some
changes proposed by DeFi Shield

DeFi Shield Blockchain Security Appendix.
Issues’ severity classification:
High. Issues that may lead to a limited loss of funds, break interaction with users,
or other contracts under specific conditions. Also, issues in a smart contract, that
allow a privileged account the ability to steal or block other users' funds.
Medium. Issues that do not lead to a loss of funds directly, but break the contract
logic. May lead to failures in contracts operation.
Low. Issues that are of a non-optimal code character, for instance, gas
optimization tips, unused variables, errors in messages.

Informational. Issues that do not impact the contract operation. Usually,
informational severity issues are related to code best practices, e.g. style guide.

Disclaimer
This is a limited report on our findings based on our analysis, in accordance with
good industry practice at the date of this report, in relation to cybersecurity
vulnerabilities and issues in the framework and algorithms based on smart
contracts, the details of which are set out in this report.
In order to get a full view of our analysis, it is crucial for you to read the full report.
While we have done our best in conducting our analysis and producing this report,
it is important to note that you should not rely on this report and cannot claim
against us on the basis of what it says or doesn’t say, or how we produced it, and it
is important for you to conduct your own independent investigations before
making any decisions.
We go into more detail on this in the disclaimer below – please make sure to read it
in full.
By reading this report or any part of it, you agree to the terms of this disclaimer. If
you do not agree to the terms, then please immediately cease reading this report,
and delete and destroy any and all copies of this report downloaded and/or printed
by you.
This report is provided for information purposes only and on a non-reliance basis
and does not constitute investment advice. No one shall have any right to rely on
the report or its contents, and DeFiShield and its affiliates (including holding
companies, shareholders, subsidiaries, employees, directors, officers, and other
representatives) (DeFiShield) owe no duty of care towards you or any other person,

nor does DeFiShield make any warranty or representation to any person on the
accuracy or completeness of the report.
The report is provided "as is'', without any conditions, warranties, or other terms of
any kind except as set out in this disclaimer, and DeFiShield hereby excludes all
representations, warranties, conditions, and other terms (including, without
limitation, the warranties implied by law of satisfactory quality, fitness for purpose
and the use of reasonable care and skill) which, but for this clause, might have
effect in relation to the report. Except and only to the extent that it is prohibited by
law, DeFiShield hereby excludes all liability and responsibility.

